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Truck Connections
The break-out cable is 
labeled to make connection 
to the trucks I/O panel 
easy.  Please read labels 
carefully.

FIBER  SYSTEM
KABC  7

This unit receives the fiber optic signals from the camera back and “decodes” them into signals that can plug 
into the ENG trucks.   The Base Station will output either HD-SDI or Composite Video signals, and corresponding 
audio and IFB signals.   

The Base Station is not a signal converter,  it will only output the same type of signal that is input on the camera 
side.  Example: if you plug in a HDSDI signal from the camera, the Base Station will NOT output composite video 

The Fiber system is made up of three basic components:    
  1. Base station                 2. Fiber Cable Reel               3. Camera Back 

 BASE STATION

Typical connections 
with HD ENG truck:
White Video     - SDI 2 IN
Yellow/Blk Video - DEMOD
Blue  XLR   - Ch 4*
Yellow XLR   - IFB DRY
RED XLR      - NOT USED

* This is a LINE level 
signal.  You may need to add 
a Mic/Line Pad to this 
connection to avoid an over-
modulated audio signal. Fiber Cable Reel

Multiple lengths of fiber cable may be connected 

together without any signal loss.  The connectors 

will fit only one way, and should be screwed 

together with care.  There are 2 blades on the 

connectors, one is larger and should be aligned with 

the larger gap on the 2nd connector.
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Analog SD video and Standard Definition ENG Trucks
When connecting to a SD truck, you’ll need the “SIGNAL” breakout cable.  This 

cable provides a composite video connector for analog video.  This cable also 

provides an extra audio channel.  The multi-pin connector should be plugged into 

the Yellow connector on the right side of the camera back box.

Use the BNC connector on the breakout cable to connect to the camera’s SD 

video output.  

On the Base station side, you’ll need to use the BLACK (analog video) cable 

     Left Side                                                                                    Right SideCAMERA BACK
The unit combines audio and video signals to 
send along the fiber cable.  It will also de-
code IFB and return video from the Base station

Mic audio is connected to “AUDIO 2 IN”.  Set 
the Mic/Line level switch to -40db.

IFB audio is available through the “RET AUD 
OUT” connection.  This is line level audio and 
should be used with a headphone amp for the 
talent.  A 5 pin headset should be connected 
for the camera operator.

VIDEO is connected to the “SDI/HD IN”.  This 
connector is only for HD-SDI video from the 
rear BNC connector on the P2 camera.  

SIGNAL - The multi-pin signal port is used to 
connect analog SD video and additional audio.      
See “SD trucks” below.

 Trouble Shooting and FAQ’s
1.  Audio is crackling or fuzzy

 Ensure the Cam box Audio switch is set correctly Line or -40db
 Check mic/line switch on trucks mixer.
 Try adding a Mic/Line pad on the truck side input

2.  No Video signal
 Check position of Camera’s Video out - HDSDI, SDSDI, VBS
 Ensure video cable is connected to Camera’s rear BNC
 Ensure proper video cable is connected to truck (SDI Video to SDI input)

3. Intermittent Signals 
 Check fiber connectors are properly aligned and firmly screwed together. 

Disconnect and gently align and screw together.  DO NOT FORCE THE THREADS 
4. No IFB Audio at Camera end

 Cam Box: Bring both volume dials to the 12 o’clock position
 Check Talent box for dead battery, ensure it’s turned on
 Truck Side: Check connection of Yellow XLR cable to IFB Dry on Truck panel


